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Duality-Based Transformer Model Including
Eddy Current Effects in the Windings
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Abstract—This paper presents a general method for building
equivalent electric circuits of power transformers, including eddy
current effects in windings and core. A high-frequency equiva-
lent dual model for single- and three-phase transformers with
two multilayer windings is derived from the application of the
principle of duality. The model is built from elements available in
circuit simulation programs, such as Electromagnetic Transients
Program (EMTP)–Alternative Transients Program, EMTP-RV,
PSCAD, and PSpice. The parameters of the frequency-dependent
leakage inductance and winding resistance are computed with
analytical formulae obtained from the solution of Maxwell’s
equations that are based on the geometrical dimensions and
material information. Ideal transformers are utilized to isolate
the electric components (winding resistors and capacitors) from
the magnetic components (inductors). The physically correct con-
nection points for electric and magnetic components are clearly
identified. The proposed methodology is successfully validated
versus finite-element simulations and laboratory measurements.

Index Terms—Eddy currents, electromagnetic transients,
leakage inductance, principle of duality, transformer modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSFORMERS for power system applications are de-
signed for the operating frequency (50/60 Hz). Neverthe-

less, during their life span, transformers may face very-high-fre-
quency (VHF) transients up to 10 MHz. Therefore, models are
required to predict their behavior at high frequencies to properly
compute overvoltages, optimize the internal and external insu-
lation design, and for insulation coordination.
Manufacturers of power-electronics devices are also inter-

ested in transformer models that accurately predict cross-regu-
lation, transient performance, and high-frequency losses before
prototyping. Finite-element methods are usually avoided due to
the cost of the software, modeling complexity, and prolonged
running time.
There are three general physical (topological) methods for

system modeling: gyrator-capacitor models [1]–[5], bond graph
models [6]–[9], and duality derived models [10]–[24]. In addi-
tion, there are some purely analytical [25]–[28] and circuit sim-
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ulator methods [29]–[34] for the representation of eddy current
effects in transformers.
In 1969, the capacitance-permeance analogy was introduced

by Buntenbach [1]. Later, Hamill developed the technique to
model magnetic components [2]. This approach was further ex-
tended to include nonlinearities in [3] and [4], and frequency-de-
pendency behavior in [5]. One of the disadvantages of the gy-
rator-capacitor models is the absence of gyrators in Electromag-
netic Transients Program (EMTP)-type programs.
Bond graph techniques [6], [7] are a graphical representa-

tion of energy flow in physical dynamic systems. Bond graphs
are capable of representing electrical, magnetic, mechanical,
thermal, and hydraulic systems. They are also capable of consid-
ering coupling effects between these different physical domains
[8]. This method was utilized to model nonlinearities in electro-
magnetic devices in [8] and recently expanded to model trans-
formers [9]. These models still require further development for
compatibility with high-frequency simulations by representing
eddy current and capacitive effects.
The principle of duality between magnetic and electric cir-

cuits was first introduced by Cherry [10] and further developed
by Slemon [11]. There are many transformer models based on
the principle of duality [12]–[24]. The leakage inductance of a
single-phase three-winding transformer has been modeled with
the direct application of the principle of duality in [20]. Later,
the model has been extended for multiwinding transformers in
[21]. The low-frequency behavior of these models has been en-
hanced for 2-, 3- and -winding transformers in [22] and [23]. In
this paper, the reversible model of [22] is further developed for
midfrequency studies considering the effects of eddy currents in
the windings and iron core together with capacitive couplings.
The main contribution of this paper is to include eddy current

effects in the dual reversible model of [20] to produce a midfre-
quency model. A general method to derive the equivalent circuit
of any type of transformer is presented. Analytical formulae are
derived for the calculation of the model parameters for multi-
layer cylindrical windings. The frequency-dependent parame-
ters of the leakage inductance and winding resistances can be
calculated from the transformer geometry and material informa-
tion. Physically correct connection points are determined for the
interturn and interlayer capacitors. Themodel is based on simple
circuit elements and can be easily assembled in circuit simulator
programs, such as EMTP and PSpice, using only readily avail-
able circuit elements.
Since the model is completely dual, each node represents a

physical point in the transformer that makes it ideal for trans-
former designers. The model presented in this paper is useful
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Fig. 1. Physical Cauer circuits for a discretized single-layer winding:
(a) single-sided model and (b) double-sided model. Note that all circuit
elements of the double-sided model have half the value of the single-sided
model. common magnetic point.

for power-electronics designers, transformer manufacturers, as
well as power system designers and analysts.

II. SINGLE-SIDED VERSUS DOUBLE-SIDED
PHYSICAL CAUER CIRCUITS

A physical dual model for the representation of the eddy cur-
rent effects in transformer windings is shown in Fig. 1(a) [24].
This model is only capable of representing a single layer of a
winding and is derived from the direct application of the prin-
ciple of duality on only one side of the winding. From compre-
hensive studies on modeling eddy currents in transformer wind-
ings, we have observed that it is necessary to have access to the
terminals of each subdivision of the model in order to add ca-
pacitive effects between layers and between windings.
Fig. 1(b) shows an equivalent circuit of the model of Fig. 1(a)

that gives access to the connection points. Themodel isolates the
magnetic components (inductors) form the electric components
(resistors). Note that the capacitors can be connected to the ter-
minals and are consequently isolated from the magnetic circuit.
The inductors obtained from the principle of duality represent
the magnetic behavior of the windings rather than the electrical
behavior. These components model the distribution of the mag-
netic flux. However, resistors and capacitors deal with the flow
of the electric charge. In other words, currents in inductors cor-
respond to magnetic flux and currents in capacitors and resistors
correspond to the flow of electric charges. The two phenomena
are of a completely different nature.
Themodel presented in Fig. 1(b) is derived from the direct ap-

plication of the principle of duality on two sides of the winding
[20]. Fig. 2 presents a two-layer coil to describe how the topo-
logical dual model of Fig. 1(a) is obtained. A single layer of a
winding should be discretized into several subsections to obtain
the model of Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 2, each layer is sectionalized into
only two sections instead of the -sections because of a lack of
space. Each subdivision is represented by a linear inductor, an
ideal transformer, and a resistor.
The model is symmetric with respect to the vertical axis as

shown in Fig. 2. The double-sided model divides a single turn
of a wire into two (series-connected) identical conductors. As
shown, the two ideal transformers representing half a layer need

Fig. 2. Top view of a rectangular two-layer spiral coil showing the electrical
connections of the ideal transformers. Trimmed with dashed lines is a 2-section
example of the model presented in Fig. 1(b).

to be connected in parallel, since the current flows naturally in
the two parallel subsections. This is because a single conductor
is discretized into two sections in this figure. The set of ideal
transformers on the right- and left-hand sides of the model (for
the same layer) needs to be connected in series since they repre-
sent series sections of a single turn. Therefore, the model param-
eters of Fig. 1(b) are half the values of parameters of Fig. 1(a).
(See [24].) This is so because half of the magnetic and electric
energy flows on each side of the model.
As can be observed, the advantage of the double-sided Cauer

is the accessibility to all required terminals. Inductors are fed
through ideal transformers from the source. Note that the first
terminal of the ideal transformers is connected to the inductors
and the second terminal is connected to the common magnetic
point (CMP). For example, the first (inner) ideal transformer
only excites the first inductor. However, the second ideal trans-
former excites the first and the second inductors concurrently.
This pattern is applied to all other ideal transformers and in-
ductors to properly represent the proximity effects. This is in
accordance with Amperes' law, where the enclosed current is
what produces the magnetic field. Thus, the current flowing in
the last section creates a magnetic field in all sections. However,
the currents in inner sections only create a magnetic field in the
excited section and all internal sections.
To validate the equivalence of the two circuits (single-sided

and double-sided) for different model orders over a wide fre-
quency range, numerous EMTP simulations were carried out.
Fig. 3 shows a sample of these studies for a single layer of the
outer winding with 6-mm thickness. These simulation results
show the perfect equivalence of the two models to represent re-
sistance and inductance of a single layer. The graphs are only
presented for frequencies up to 10 kHz. Beyond this frequency,
the capacitive effects change the electromagnetic behavior of
the coils and, thus, they need to be considered. However, the
model of this paper is completely general and accurately repre-
sents the behavior of inductance and resistance for higher fre-
quencies using higher order models as shown in Section IV.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the single- and double-sided Cauer models for a con-
ductor with 6 mm, 1 m, 0.1 m with 5 subsections:
(a) resistance and (b) inductance.

III. EQUIVALENT CAUER CIRCUIT FOR MULTILAYER
WINDINGS AND CALCULATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS

In this section, a dual model for multilayer windings is de-
rived as an extension of the double-sided equivalent circuit of
Fig. 1. The model for a single-phase two-winding transformer
is presented in Fig. 4. For illustration, it is assumed that each
winding has only two layers, and each layer is modeled with
only two subsections. The dual electric circuit is drawn on top
of the winding from the direct application of the principle of du-
ality. Note that the region between layers/windings (insulation
or cooling ducts) is represented with linear inductors. Also, in-
terlayer and interwinding capacitive effects could be added to
the terminals as illustrated in Fig. 4.

A. Determination of Winding Model Parameters
In the frequencies near dc , the magnetic field

is uniformly distributed in the transformer windings. Due to
eddy current effects, the magnetic field becomes nonuniform
for higher frequencies. However, the field can be considered
uniform in a sufficiently thin conductor slice cut along the
conductor thickness [17]. This is correct when the penetration
depth is (much) larger than the thickness of
the subdivision. Theoretically, if the conductor is discretized
into an infinite number of thin subsections, the variation of the
magnetic field in each section could be neglected and consid-
ered constant (dc). Thus, a frequency dependent inductance
could be represented with several constant low-frequency (dc)
inductances of a topologically correct synthesized circuit [17],
[24], [37], [38]. Therefore, for the calculation of parameters,
each layer is discretized into thin subsections as shown in
Fig. 5. The equivalent electric circuit for windings (leakage
inductance and coil resistance) is developed from the solution
of the electromagnetic-field problem in dc . Note that
in Fig. 5 the windings have layers, but only two layers are
shown. In this figure, and stand for subsections and layers,
respectively.
The model parameters are computed from the solution of the

electromagnetic-field problem inside the conductors in cylin-
drical coordinates as in [24]. The magnetic field is assumed to be
completely axial. One can write the diffusion equation in cylin-
drical coordinates for dc as follows [35]:

(1)

Fig. 4. Derivation of the equivalent electrical circuit for a single-phase two-
winding shell-type transformer (cut view of the winding and core structure).
The leg and leakage model are used in Section V to assemble the three-phase
models.

Equation (1) is an Euler partial differential equation. Param-
eters are the magnetic-field strength in the direction,
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radial distance from the center, and time, respectively. Per Am-
pere's law, the boundary conditions for the outer winding are

and (2)

where is the height of the winding. The solution of (1) for the
outer winding is

(3)

The current in each subsection is derived from the expression
of the current density

(4)

(5)

is a factor that considers the cylindrical geometry of the
windings. Consequently, the corresponding inductance of each
subsection for the outer winding is obtained from the magnetic
energy as follows:

(6)

where is the magnetic permeability. The consistency of (6)
could be checked with the following equation according to [24,
App. A] considering the effect of curvature:

(7)

where is the dc inductance of the th layer [24]. Suppose
that the dc inductance of a complete multilayer winding is ,
then, this inductance could be computed from the total magnetic
energy in the winding volume. The total current that pro-
duces the magnetic energy in the layers is , therefore

(8)

where is the magnetic energy of the th layer and is the
number of winding layers. Equation (8) could be expanded with
the energy of the different subsections as

(9)

where is the magnetic energy of the th subsection
of the th layer. Substituting (5) in (9), and considering

according to (6), the following expres-
sion is obtained:

(10)

Thus, from (10), to compute from , the in-
ductances should be refined to with the following
expression:

(11)

To compute the correct from the terminals of the Cauer
model, inductances computed with (11) need a refinement to
consider the proximity effect. A complete description for the
proximity effect coefficients is available in [24, App.]. These
coefficients are functions of sums and products of resistances
of winding subsections. The following expression is obtained
after combining the proximity effect coefficients and (11) for
the inductances of the Cauer circuit:

(12)

where is the total number of subsections of
the winding, and coefficient 2 in the dominator modifies the
values for the two-sided Cauer model (see Fig. 1). Resistors

could be substituted
by the corresponding values

(13)
where is the material electrical conductivity and is the
thickness of the subsection. Finally, the inductance in layer
and subsection can be calculated from

(14)

where ;
thus, . Therefore, all pa-
rameters (resistors and inductors) of the outer winding of Fig. 4
can be calculated with (13) and (14), respectively, using (5) and
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Fig. 5. Transformer windings with layers and subsections. Note that the
indices for inner and outer windings are exchanged to use the same model equa-
tions for both windings.

(6). These equations are only functions of coil parameters (di-
mensions and number of turns). Note that to use the same set of
formulae for the inner winding, it is necessary to exchange the
indices of the layers and subsections according to Fig. 5.
Accordingly, all inductances of Fig. 4 are computed for
1. Also, as discussed before, the turns ratio of the ideal

transformers connected to the inductors is 1:1. The model of
Fig. 4 represents turns of solid conductors. These conduc-
tors consist of and turns in the primary and sec-
ondary, respectively. Therefore, two ideal transformers with ra-
tios and are added to the terminals (see
Fig. 4).

B. Layer Discretization Pattern

Ladder-type models require an infinite number of sections
to exactly represent the physical behavior of the eddy currents
in the windings. Acceptable engineering accuracy could be
reached with a finite number of sections over a finite frequency
range. To synthesize an optimum circuit, three rules need to be
followed: 1) to obtain higher accuracy, higher order models are
needed; 2) for a higher frequency model, higher order circuits
need to be retained; 3) higher order models lead to a higher
computation effort in circuit simulation programs. Therefore,
the lowest circuit order that does the job should be selected.
Also, for high-frequency transients (small penetration depths),
it is recommended to use thinner layers at the turn edges. This
is so because in these regions, the current density, the magnetic
field, and the magnetic energy are higher and vary the most.
However, only a small amount of field would reach the inner
layers of the turn. Therefore, the thickness of the layer can be
increased from the edges to the inner layers to reduce the model
order without affecting accuracy.
In [24], the authors have proposed optimizing the circuit order

and the discretization pattern for different types of transients,
for example, low-, mid-, and high-frequency studies with ac-
ceptable engineering accuracy. This is so because for different
frequency ranges, models with different orders and different dis-
cretization pattern give acceptable performance and computa-
tion time with small error. Note that lower order models per-
form accurately only for low-frequency transients, while higher

Fig. 6. (a) Magnetic-field strength for a two-layer winding (outer coil), thick-
ness of each conductor 4 mm and (b) discretization of the conductor ac-
cording to the distribution of the magnetic field for high frequencies. Note that
for an -layer winding, the field pattern for the 3rd to th layer is the same as
that for the second layer. Only the first layer shows different magnetic behavior.

order models always work for low frequencies at the cost of
higher computational burden.
The magnetic-field behavior is different in a multilayer

winding compared to a single-layer winding. Fig. 6(a) shows
the amplitude of the magnetic field along the thickness of
the two-layer winding (outer) for different frequencies. As
discussed in the previous section, the layers are numbered from
the outermost to the innermost for the outer winding. The first
layer always has its maximum field in the proximity of the
second layer and eventually the field decays to zero. Therefore,
the first layer can be discretized according to the guidelines
presented in [24]. Layers 2 to have different behavior due
to the proximity effect. At low frequencies, the magnetic field
decays linearly. However, one can see that the graph bends for
higher frequencies and has its minimum toward the center of
the layer. Therefore, it is recommended to discretize these

layers with thicker layers in the middle of the conductor
and thinner layers at the edges. For example, a two-layer
winding (each 4 mm) is discretized for slow front transients in
Fig. 6. The thicknesses are extracted from [24, Table II]. The
outer layer (first) is discretized for 4 mm. The inner layer
(second) is divided into two equal sections. Each section is
discretized according to the information in [24] for 2 mm.

C. Insulation

The inductances of the space between layers (insulation) or
between the two windings can be approximated with [20]

(15)

where is the mean radius of the insulation layer, is
the height of the windings, and is the thickness of the insu-
lation. This inductance needs to be divided by 2 to be assigned
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Fig. 7. Topology of a duality-derived back-to-back Cauer model for the representation of the center leg.

to the two sides of the model. Assuming long cylindrical wind-
ings, the capacitances between layers or between windings can
be computed from [40]

(16)

where is the outer radius of the inner layer, is the inner
radius of the outer layer, is the number of turns, and is the
permittivity of the insulation. Note that, according to Fig. 4, half
of this value is assigned for each capacitance on the two sides
of the model. The coefficient is multiplied because the
capacitors are placed behind the ideal transformer with
turns ratio (see Fig. 4).

D. Iron Core
The physically correct representation of the iron core for high

frequencies is the conventional Cauer circuit that is derived
from the principle of duality. The terminal impedance of this
model tends to zero for low frequencies and, therefore, cor-
rectly represents the lack of losses in the core at dc [24]. This
circuit is well-known and has been implemented in [16] and
[36]–[39]. Note that the circuit elements of the Cauermodel near
its terminals dominantly affect the high-frequency behavior of
the core. The elements that are far from the terminals represent
the low-frequency response. Fig. 4 shows the physically cor-
rect connections of the conventional Cauer circuits to the trans-
former model. The yokes and external limbs are modeled with
single conventional Cauer circuits.
The low-frequency region of the center leg is geometrically

located at the middle point. Therefore, two back-to-back Cauer
circuits properly represent the center leg. According to this, the
center leg could be discretized finer at the edges and coarser in
the center. This technique allows discretizing the core symmet-
rically, which reduces the order of the final equivalent circuit
and, thus, the computation time (since the alternative is to use
a fine discretization for the entire lamination). At high frequen-
cies, the concentration of the magnetic flux is higher at the edges
of the center leg where the behavior could be correctly seen with
the relative increase of current distribution in the last sections of
the Cauer circuit (for example, and ). Fig. 7 describes how
a back-to-back Cauer circuit is constructed.

IV. MODEL VALIDATION

In this section, the frequency response of the dual model of
Fig. 4 is evaluated versus finite-element simulations and labo-
ratory measurements.

Fig. 8. Frequency response of the transformer model in short-circuit conditions
for 4 mm, 2, 12, 1 m, 5 mm,
87 mm, 100 mm: (a) resistance and (b) inductance.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the measurement and simulation of impedance magni-
tude for a single-phase transformer in short-circuit conditions.

A. Validation versus FEM

A short-circuit test is simulated with FEM for a two-winding
transformer with the same number of turns in the primary and
secondary. The inner winding is shorted and the outer winding
is excited. The thickness of each of the two windings is 4
mm. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the equivalent resistance
and inductance obtained from EMTP and FEM simulations. The
results demonstrate the high accuracy of the model for the target
frequency range (from 1 Hz to 1 MHz).

B. Validation versus Measurements

A laboratory single-phase 1 kVA transformer with the geo-
metrical information presented in [22] is modeled. The model
order is selected according to the optimized parameters for both
slow front and fast front transients in [24]. Accordingly, because
the thickness of each layer is 1.61 mm, the model order is
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Fig. 10. Topological dual representation of a three-phase core-type transformer, including eddy current effects, capacitive effects, and tank. The leg and leakage
model is taken from Fig. 4. - connections shall be made after the addition of ideal transformers to the terminals.

2 for slow front transients ( 10 kHz) and 7 for fast
front transients ( 1 MHz). The insulation between different
layers and between the windings is modeled with the inductors
and capacitors computed with (15) and (16). A fill factor
0.6 is considered to account for the effect of round conductors
and insulation between consecutive turns in different layers. In
this way, the dc resistance and dc inductance between the model
and simulation match. Fig. 9 shows the frequency response of
the transformer in a short circuit between the innermost and out-
ermost windings. Laboratory measurements are only available
for frequencies up to 2MHz. One can observe a good agreement
between measurements and simulations. The largest differences
of the resonant frequencies between measurements and simula-
tions are about 20%. These differences are caused by the mod-
eling approximations, uncertainties in the material properties
(permittivity of the paper insulation), and transformer manufac-
turing tolerances. Since all parameters are derived from the ge-
ometry and material information of the transformer, the method
is applicable to single-phase transformers of any size.
The results indicate that the model with two sections (opti-

mized for 10 kHz) seems to be adequate to represent the trans-
former for higher frequencies up to 1 MHz. This is so because
the effect of capacitors is strongly dominant in the impedance
at higher frequencies. However, more research is necessary to
draw general conclusions on this subject. At frequencies higher
than 1 MHz, the need to use a higher order model becomes evi-
dent, and the difference between the high- and low-order models
becomes significant. The low-order model (order 2) shows res-
onant frequencies at around 2, 5, and 9 MHz. However, the
high-order model (order 7) shows a single resonance at around
15 MHz (not shown). Therefore, as expected, the low-order
model is not capable of predicting the inductive behavior of the
coils for very high frequencies.
As discussed earlier, the eddy currents (proximity and skin ef-

fects) are the main reason of the changes in the electromagnetic
behavior of transformers in different frequencies. The frequency
response of the model without eddy current effects is also pre-
sented in Fig. 9. This comparison shows the significance of the
eddy currents for high-frequency models.

V. THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS

The transformer tank significantly affects the transformer be-
havior in three operating conditions:
• overexcitation of the windings;
• zero-sequence conditions and unbalances;
• overexcitation and zero sequence simultaneously, for ex-
ample, in the case of half-cycle saturation due to GIC.

The dual model presented in Section III (Fig. 4) can be
extended to three-phase transformers. The topology of the
“leakage and leg model” (trimmed with dashed lines in Fig. 4)
is identical for all three phases. Figs. 10 and 11 show the
construction of the dual frequency-dependent model developed
for the three- and five-leg transformers. The proper connec-
tion of the frequency-dependent tank model is also depicted
in Figs. 10 and 11. The tank could be represented with the
models of [46]–[48]. In low frequencies , there are
not eddy currents induced in the transformer tank. Therefore,
it is recommended to use conventional Cauer (as for the iron
core) instead of physical Cauer circuits for the representation of
the frequency-dependent behavior of the tank. For three-phase
transformers, further considerations and special methods are
needed to take into account the zero-sequence impedance. Also,
for a reversible model, the high saturation parameters of such
models need to be modified. The methods for the determination
of the parameters and the validation results will be presented in
an upcoming paper for the three-phase models of Figs. 10 and
11.

VI. DISCUSSION

Simulation andmeasurement results indicate that themodel is
accurate for a wide range of frequencies (dc to MHz), therefore
it is applicable to power system transient studies and the design
of transformers for power systems or power-electronics devices.
For power-electronics applications, it is usually assumed that

the core and windings work at frequency ranges where the pen-
etration depth is larger than the thickness of the construction
elements. Hence, to avoid losses due to eddy current effects
in the operating frequencies, ferrite cores and Litz wires are
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Fig. 11. Topological dual representation of a three-phase five-leg transformer, including eddy current effects, capacitive effects, and tank. The leg and leakage
model is taken from Fig. 4. - connections shall be made after the addition of ideal transformers to the terminals.

commonly used. However, the design of the compact high-fre-
quency switching supplies is also driven by several other fac-
tors, such as size, efficiency, and reliability [40]. Frequently,
the windings of these transformers carry currents with large dc
components. Litz wires are suitable for high-frequency currents
but they are not ideal for dc current. The total copper loss in dc
could be reduced by packing more copper in the available space
(use of solid wires). Therefore, the high-frequency model, in-
cluding eddy current effects, introduced in this paper is a helpful
tool for the design of transformers for power-electronics appli-
cations [41]–[45].
The model proposed in this paper allows for the calculation

of the electromagnetic field at different locations of the trans-
former. This is so because the voltage drops across the model
inductors are analogous to the magnetic fluxes circulating in the
corresponding construction element of the transformer; see [24].
The currents flowing in each winding section correspond to cur-
rents in the model resistors. Therefore, the circuit can give a
precise and accurate understanding of the electromagnetic be-
havior of the transformer components at high frequencies. This
makes the model an easy-to-use tool to design high-frequency
magnetic components of power-electronics devices.
A similar detailed model could be synthesized to represent

the transformer capacitive effects to take into account the dis-
tribution of the voltage across the insulation of the windings for
mid- and high-frequency transients, for example, switching or
impulse transient voltages. These models are helpful for the de-
sign of the transformer insulation system.
The determination of the core parameters and tank models,

including hysteresis effects, eddy currents, and excess losses
will be presented in an upcoming paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

A physically consistent transformer model that includes the
effects of eddy currents has been derived based on the prin-
ciple of duality. Only elements available in circuit simulators

are necessary to build a model that is valid over a wide fre-
quency range. Analytical formulae have been presented to cal-
culate the parameters of the winding model from the geomet-
rical construction and material information. The accuracy of the
model has been verified by comparison with finite-element sim-
ulations and laboratory measurements. The correct connection
of the frequency-dependent iron-core elements and capacitive
couplings has been revealed. The model is capable of accurately
representing the leakage inductance, copper losses, as well as
skin and proximity effects.
The final objective of this continuous research is to obtain a

general modeling approach for transformers from the applica-
tion of the principle of the duality. It is believed that the model
presented in this paper can be further extended to multiwinding
transformers with any core geometry or winding configuration
and connection.
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